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Introduction
Warehousing plays a significant role in storage and exchange 

of goods
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Warehousing is the cornerstone of the global logistics industry, playing a significant role in the 

storage and exchange of goods.

The coronavirus pandemic has changed the warehousing and distribution in various ways – high 

demand, critical deliveries, unstable staffing and the adoption of automated technology.

Modern technologies used in logistics systems and processes enable users to dramatically 

improve the efficiency of storage, handling preparation and dispatch of all types of goods. 

Asset management systems give companies the advantage over their competitors, with respect 

to cost savings, improved productivity, range of products and superior customer care, just to 

mention a few.

Automated applications are becoming more important than the traditional setups in warehouses, 

distribution and supply chain operations.

Proteus MMX Asset Management software has been developed to allow for scalable 

installations, depending on the logistical complexity of where it will be used.  It is made up of 3 

preset levels, ranging from zero possible software customizations up to Enterprise Resource 

Planning (ERP) Integration.

Warehousing
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Warehouse issues and 
their causes

Technology problems happen anywhere and anytime
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In a study by Compuware, almost half of respondents (48%) reported that technology problems 

happen anywhere from a few times a week to every day.
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Despite the technology available to prevent such problems, respondents demonstrated no signs 

of improvement: 75% said that the frequency of failures is remaining the same or is even 

increasing.

Here are the most common technology issues:

1. Wireless instability and handheld disconnections

Around 87% of the companies that we have worked with experienced one of these 

problems:

• Badly planned wireless implementation

• Selecting the wrong wireless solution

• Lack of equipment standardization and configuration

48%

28%

21%

3%

Everyday - Few times each week

Few times each month

Few times each year

Rarely to never/don't know

Common warehouse / DC Technology issues 
and their real causes

https://www.cbronline.com/software/compuware-study-prices-average-major-technology-failure-at-almost-7m/
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2. Printing and scanning issues

Warehouses and DC’s need to print shipping labels and scan documents quickly. The 

inability to do so can cause productivity lags and other problems along the supply chain.

• Lack of proper planning

• Lack of printer/scanner standardization

• Decentralized management of printing infrastructure

3. A lack of technology management

Last, but not least is technology management. This is one area where we see a lot of 

deficiencies originating.

• Unscheduled downtimes

• Lack of system monitoring

• Lack of proactive maintenance plans

• No historic operational data
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The future of 
Warehousing

Increased preference for digital transformation
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Emergence and growth of eCommerce has reshaped warehousing market dynamics, with a rising 

demand for faster response and the ability to manage large order volumes. As the eCommerce 

industry continues to grow, the global warehousing market will be ripe for smart digital 

transformation, with the automation of a broad spectrum of processes. Increased preference for 

digital transformation in the logistics industry will alter the traits and operating models of future 

warehouses.

Underutilization or overutilization of warehouse space and rising operational cost are some of 

the pressing concerns in the global warehousing market. With the supply chain getting more and 

more complex, there is a growing need for reliable warehouse operators capable of addressing 

volatile customer demands with accurate inventory management. Warehouse operators catering 

to the eCommerce industry are required to have floor space thrice the size of a traditional 

warehouse, considering the need to handle diversified product inventories and ensure efficient 

and speedy order fulfillment.

Over the past decade, warehouses have transformed from a physical infrastructure primarily 

serving as long-term storage facilities for enterprises and brick and mortar businesses to order 

fulfillment centers. Rapid advances in technology and rising customer expectations for value-

added services create a need for innovative business models to overcome the complex settings 

of traditional warehouses.

Emerging digital technologies assist warehouse operators in redesigning their value chain 

strategies. Growth of cloud-based products and enterprise software solutions has enabled 

warehouse operators to achieve better control over the inventory and pilot with an on-demand 

service model for customers to meet seasonal demand. 
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Moreover, the deployment of digital technologies can help warehouse operators overcome their 

operational challenges with reduced inventory errors, increased resource productivity, end-to-

end process transparency, and accurate inventory forecasts for advanced demand planning. 

Increased digitalization and automation of processes is expected to facilitate the flow of data 

among connected assets and integrated enterprise systems. For continuous improvement, 

collection and analysis of data on internal operations and external environment will facilitate 

data-driven decision-making among warehouse operators to ensure optimal resource utilization 

and selection and evaluation of the right operational metrics to devise a strategy for improved 

top- and bottom-line growth.

In the connected world, effective warehouse management with the right set of digital 

technologies and innovative business models will provide warehouse operators with time and 

cost efficiencies and competitive advantages.

Research and Markets

Source: Global Warehousing Market Study, 2020-2025: Focus on Transformational Trends
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The future of 
Predictive 

Maintenance in 
warehouses

Keeping equipment up and running is crucial to operations
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Preventative maintenance becomes increasingly more important as keeping equipment up and 

running is crucial to your business operations

According to Deloitte, “On average, predictive maintenance increases productivity by 25%, 

reduce breakdowns by 70% and lowers maintenance costs by 25%.

An if successfully implemented and running optimally, it could conceivably assure a 100% 

functioning of the warehouse.

Predictive maintenance systems vary. But in essence, there are four main steps:

• Machine sensors send performance data to the central system

• The data is scrutinized by applying advanced analytic and visualization techniques

• Analysts determine the likelihood and future time of equipment failures

• Maintenance is scheduled at the correct time

Predictive maintenance is already in use in manufacturing, facilities management, and telecoms 

networks. And solutions have been exhibited over the past few years at a number of supply 

chain events worldwide.

For any facility that depends on the reliability of its assets, then predictive maintenance is an 

advantage. For warehouses with mission-critical equipment that need to minimize downtime and 

maximize equipment efficiency, then it seems it’s certainly going to be the future.

Source: Warehouses of the Future: Predictive Maintenance
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How to reduce 
warehouse downtime

Proper planning and prevention
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One of the largest threats to a warehouse business is downtime. Proper planning and prevention 

can help your warehouse or distribution center reduce annual downtime and improve overall 

operations with added efficiency.

Before we get into the ways you can reduce warehouse downtime, let’s define what it is. 

Downtime is any unplanned event that prevents your business from producing or shipping 

normally. Some causes of downtime include errors in hardware or software, operator error, or 

failure of a key asset due to poor maintenance.

Some cases of downtime are planned for upgrades, which makes this time not count toward 

downtime costs or operational losses in the same way as unplanned downtime.

Here are the ways you can avoid unplanned downtime in your warehouse or distribution centre to 

minimize costs and maximize efficiency:

1. Begin tracking and reporting downtime causes

To fully understand your downtime and what’s causing it, you need to start documenting what is 

happening. Data can tell you a clearer story than going off of memory. When your warehouse 

experiences downtime, record the cause, how long your facility is down, and any circumstances 

that led up to the incident. Armed with this information, you can begin to work toward preventing 

such an incident again.

2. Eliminate human error through automation

Human error accounts for a great deal of warehouse downtime. Manual sorting and packing can 

cause issues. Instead, automate these processes for added efficiency and fewer errors. The 

cost of implementing such a process could be enormous. That’s why you’ll need to track your 

downtime and what it costs your business to prove the business case for making this change.

Copyright ©2020 Eagle Technology, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 
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3. Improve workflows

Most warehouses are enormous, which means going from one end to the other could consume 

large amounts of time for your staff. Consider reviewing your warehouse setup to place similar 

items together and centralize workstations. Wireless handheld devices can help improve 

inventory management and maximize your time.

4. Update employee training processes

Your staff needs proper training to work efficiently. If you’re not devoting time to training, it 

could be costing you a lot of money. Take the time to review your employee training manual and 

process. Ensure you’re devoting enough time to training before having new team members work 

independently. Throughout their first several months, have regular check-ins and test their 

effectiveness of using the various tools required for their job function. This will reduce human 

error downtime and ensure your warehouse operates efficiently.

5. Incentivize your management team

Instead of spending hundreds of thousands of dollars each year on downtime, spend tens of 

thousands of dollars on management incentives. Set benchmarks for reduced downtime each 

quarter. And when your team meets those benchmarks, provide a bonus. This will motivate your 

staff to work effectively and efficiently to maximize your bottom line.
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6. Create an effective preventative maintenance schedule

When your team is working hard to complete their daily activities, it’s easy to 

neglect preventative maintenance. However, an effective maintenance schedule can help you 

plan your downtime around slower times in your warehouse. And scheduled downtime tends to 

take less time than unplanned because it removes the time to assess the problem.

Managing preventative maintenance is automated when you use a computerized maintenance 

management solution (CMMS). Artificial intelligence helps your maintenance team know when 

to make updates and avoid costly downtime at your facility.
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Current trends and 
forces shaping the 
warehouse industry

The latest key trends
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Current trends and forces shaping the 
warehouse industry

Technology Trends

• Cloud-based warehouse management systems

• Robotics and Equipment Maintenance (Automation and Integration)

• Big Data and Predictive Analytics 

• Wearable Technology

Market Trends

• e-Commerce

• Competitors

• Adapting to Customer Preferences

• Higher workforce expectations

Warehouse Industry Imperatives

• Growth 

• Capacity expansion

• Return on assets

• Flexibility and adaptability

• Workforce evolution and capabilities

• Operational efficiency

• Protection of Sales  (Meeting output requirements)

• Sustainability

The Warehousing and Distribution Centre industry are seeing major  impacts from current 

events. Here are some trends and forces shaping this industry:
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How CMMS can help 
improve warehouse / 

DC management
Advantages of Asset Management Software
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Advantages of Asset Management Software in Warehouse and Distribution Centers.

Seamlessly integrate sourcing, manufacturing and packing operations, improving MRO 

inventory management and control across your supply chain execution.

Productivity and availability

• The real-time tracking ability of Proteus MMX improves operational efficiency, maintaining 

optimal equipment performance for goods receipt and dispatch processes.

• Technicians can be more productive when work orders are automated from mobile devices 

or desktop computers.

• Continues MRO inventory control with spare parts forecasting eliminates shortages for 

continuous workflows.  

Labor cost savings

• Scheduled work orders, warranty expiration notifications, and key performance indicators 

will reduce the number of unplanned breakdowns in vital equipment like forklifts, electrical 

components, aisle equipment, conveyor systems, etc.

• Provide a maintenance department with Proteus MMX mobile to simplify and speed up 

their work.

• Automated work orders and spare parts overviews will protect sales by controlling output 

capacity.

Lower maintenance costs

• Proteus MMX key performance indicators can be used to determine the reasons for 

failures and appropriate corrective actions along with reliability centered maintenance

• Starting with critical equipment, you can review the quality of data in the software to 

ensure time or resources are not wasted when executing maintenance tasks.

• Track all maintenance costs including labor, parts, miscellaneous, and contractor, allowing 

data analysis using reports, graphs, and real-time dashboards.

20Copyright ©2020 Eagle Technology, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 
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Maintenance software to keep track of merchandise, check the 
capacity of the warehouse, or map inventory

PROTEUS MMX USE CASE

The result:

• Significant reduce in Downtime

• Cost Control in production and regulatory requirements

• Shortened time distribution cycles through better maintenance scheduling
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Importance of 
maintenance

Innovative robotics and automation technology are 

helping organizations get more done
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Innovative robotics and automation technology are helping organizations get more done, in less 

time and with limited facility space. Warehousing, distribution centers, and logistics companies 

are some of the organizations that are seeing big benefits with robotics.

According to the 2020 MHI Annual Industry Report, 67 percent of survey respondents said they 

believed robotics had the power to disrupt their industry and offer a competitive advantage for 

their organization.

Therefore, it’s no surprise that 39 percent of surveyed companies said they’ve adopted robotics 

and automation. An additional 73 percent of those surveyed said they plan to add more robotics 

or start implementing robotics in the next 5 years.

Benefits of robotics and automation

There’s no doubt that robotics and automation can help organizations meet their mounting 

needs to standardize production and overcome challenges related to high staff turnover rates. 

With robotics, you can increase your facility’s outputs without expanding your physical footprint 

or facility size.

Robotics can help organizations with staffing challenges by offering the following:

• High staff turnover rates often mean added expenses in training and keeping a facility 

running at full capacity. Robotics can help reduce this fluctuation in staffing by offering a 

consistent and reliable work source.

• As warehouses, logistics companies, and distribution centers look to streamline operations, 

it often means increasing the weight of fulfillment carts. This puts added strain on workers 

and can lead to workers’ compensation claims and costly time off, lowering production. 

Robotics help streamline product picking and packing activities without straining 

employees physically.

https://www.mhisolutionsmag.com/index.php/2020/06/04/by-the-numbers-innovation-takes-center-stage/


• Robotics can assist staff members with learning efficient routes through warehouses to 

pick and pack products. With artificial intelligence, robotics can map out a way to 

efficiently pick and pack products throughout a facility. This can offer heightened job 

satisfaction for workers that use robots to assist them in their daily activities, allowing 

them to be more efficient.

But robotics offers more than just improved staffing and a reduction in fluctuations from staff 

turnover. Robotics can also help facilities do more with the same amount of space. Some of 

the way’s robotics help with stronger outputs despite capacity limits include:

• Better inventory management that allows your organization to automate the inventory 

process, so you have to keep less on hand.

• Set aisle sizes based on robotic width and smart technology that tells machines when 

another robot is in an aisle. That way, you reduce the need for two-way traffic in an aisle 

so you can shrink the aisle size and make better use of the space.

• Reduction in need for additional workspaces, such as electronic scales, because it’s built 

into the robot’s system.
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Maintenance for robotics and automation

But with robotics comes new requirements for the maintenance team. Preventative 

maintenance becomes increasingly more important as keeping equipment up and running is 

crucial to your business operations.

If the robots fail regularly, you could experience worse staff turnover rates than you did without 

the technology as staff members get frustrated and tired of the loss in productivity. Your 

organization’s agility and ability to respond quickly to requests become more important than 

ever as you begin to rely more heavily on robotics.

To add robotics to your warehouse, logistics, or distribution center operations, you need a 

maintenance plan that includes:

• Condition monitoring: prepare a dashboard that shows each robot’s condition and 

expected date for new parts to prevent breakdowns.

• Work order requests: allow staff members to make a work order request and have a 

process for assigning those work orders to your maintenance team for fast service.

• Reporting: run reports that help your maintenance team see how often each robot requires 

maintenance so you can project and anticipate that maintenance in the future to avoid 

costly breakdowns.

CMMS software helps warehouses, logistics companies and distribution center’s operate 

efficiently while taking advantage of the competitive advantage robotics can offer.
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Proteus MMX for 
warehouse and 

distribution facilities
Maximize fulfillment and minimize downtime
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The rapid growth of e-commerce creates a need for high capacity and output volumes, 

increasing complexity. To counter this, integrating software solutions such as Proteus MMX 

asset management software offers simplified maintenance processes and automation. With this 

simplicity, you can improve data quality, boost equipment performance, and increase workforce 

productivity. The result continues improvement and cost savings. 

Sales – meeting volume of customer demands

Speed – Customers expect rapid delivery times

Labor - Shortages, higher costs, and seasonality

Modernization – Digital transformation, connectivity, and integration

Cost – more affordable to maintain than to replace robotics 

Flexible maintenance automation and operations innovation

Eagle Technology, Inc. offers turnkey projects for all enterprise package installations to provide 

a more comprehensive Services. In these cases, Eagles involvement in the projects covers areas 

that are not strictly linked to asset management. These include:

1. Project Management

2. Automated robotics and equipment maintenance

3. Supply Chain Execution and Logistics

4. 6S Lean

5. Regulatory Compliance

What’s driving the need for 
maintenance automation?
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1. Project Management

Eagle Technology, Inc. offers a 365-degree consulting services to ensure your CMMS 

implementation is successful. Our consulting services will save you time and money and will 

ensure you get your CMMS implementation off on the right foot.

Here’s what Joe Bleau, Facilities Manager of Nippon Seiki International Ltd. (NSI) said about his 

experience with our consulting services:

“Your time and the information you shared with us saved me hundreds of hours and helped me 

decide what is critical to NSI 5 years from now. Your knowledge of facilities and systems was 

of great value, and I encourage anyone implementing a new CMMS to spend time before 

training using Eagle Technology as a resource. It will pay for itself many times over.”

2. Automated robotics and equipment maintenance

There’s no doubt that robotics and automation can help organizations meet their mounting 

needs to standardize production and overcome challenges to meet customer demands.

With maintaining robotics comes new requirements for the maintenance team. Preventative 

maintenance becomes increasingly crucial to operations to keep automated equipment up and 

running.

To add robotics to your warehouse, logistics, or distribution center operations; Proteus MMX 

assists with:

• Condition monitoring

• Work order requests

• Reporting

28Copyright ©2020 Eagle Technology, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 



No matter how many processes are automated, people are still needed. Therefore, special care 

must be taken as to the participation, motivation and training of the personnel involved to 

achieve optimal results.

3. Supply Chain Execution and Logistics

When it comes to choosing an asset management solution partner, industry-specific 

knowledge, technology, scale and scope of services are all important considerations. Our 

solution is highly customizable, integrating AI and machine learning for continuous 

improvement.

Manage inbound receipt, inspection, cleaning and refurbishment, disposal, warranty 

management, and analyzing inventory patterns which you can use to formulate strategies for 

speed-to-market and multichannel management.

4. 6S Lean

Eagle Technology in partnership with one of its clients conducted 6S training for operations 

and maintenance personnel in 27 locations throughout the United States. The resulting savings 

were in excess of $789,411. Additional non-financial results included freeing up significant 

floor space, getting parts organized, and an accurate inventory and costing of parts across the 

enterprise for the first time in the organizations history. Five (5) of the distribution centers were 

brand new. Each facility is in excess of 32516m2.

Complete maintenance was set up for over 100,000 pieces of equipment. Inventory 

management was implemented for over $18 million in inventory (800,000 parts). Mobile and 

Barcoding modules were also implemented (assets, work orders and parts).
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5. Regulatory Compliance

In order to ensure that maintenance problems are detected, systematic inspections of the 

building should be carried out. These should be conducted at regular planned intervals, using 

facility-specific and element-specific checklists.

It is essential that the quality and completeness of all significant maintenance work should be 

inspected and signed off. Generally, this function should be carried out by a supervisor 

attached to the management team. However, in some circumstances a specialist contractor 

may certify work as complete and satisfactory by providing the client with a signed copy of a 

completion and/or test certificate. Proteus MMX gives you and your contractors the 

capabilities to track and sign off on inspections within one platform.
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How Proteus protects critical assets

Here is a simple example of a failure within a warehouse that could lead to extended downtime 

without Proteus MMX.

With Proteus MMX failures are predicted and downtime minimized.
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Proteus CMMS 
Key features of Proteus MMX Asset Management
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Proteus MMX
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Significant reduce in Downtime

Proteus MMX reduced downtime by storing history, tracking trends and collecting data on crucial 

assets. Managers can predict and analyze problems which reduces downtime and saves money.

Cost Control in production and regulatory requirements

Using Proteus MMX Inspection functions for building, scheduling, and performing various 

inspections clients can complete regulatory inspections, compliance and safety audits. Doing 

so in real-time allows managers to make immediate decisions which avoids costly fines and 

repairs.

Shortened time distribution cycles through better maintenance scheduling

Predict when equipment failure could occur (based on certain factors), followed by preventing 

the failure through regularly scheduled and corrective maintenance.

Key features of Proteus MMX Asset Management:

• Full equipment profile of components and Parent Item

• Priority work order allocation

• Condition monitoring

• Automatic inventory allocation

• Work request process

• Configurable monitor points

• Defect work order recording

• Integration to Building Automation and Enterprise Resource Planning Solutions

• Stock purchasing

• Inspections

• Key Performance Indicators
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Maintenance Management made 
easy with Proteus CMMS

Discover how you can use Proteus MMX to keep track of merchandise, check the capacity of the 

warehouse, map inventory, schedule preventive maintenance, capture maintenance data and 

so much more.

www.eaglcmms.com
sales@eaglecmms.com    

1-262-241-3845

FREE DEMO
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